
H AV E  YO U R 
BEST YEAR 

EVER



Short-Term Focus

Short-term needs 
are not yet met

You need to
give back

You have a lot and 
want more for others

It feels good having 
short-term needs met

Long-Term Focus

Needing Having

Survival Stability

SuccessSignificance

SURVIVAL TO
SIGNIFICANCE
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BRO Evolution

MOVING FROM
SURVIVAL TO
SIGNIFICANCE

BRO Evolution

When you’re new to real estate or lending, you’re in a self-centered survival mode and your work is a 
means to meet basic needs – in other words, just a job. As you put systems in place, you can take your 
focus off surviving and your job evolves into a viable and stable business. This stability frees you from 
the ups and downs of establishing a business and allows a movement away from self.

When your established systems build a relationship-based business over time, your focus moves to 
others, and at this point, your business becomes a successful career.

Finally, when you move from success to significance, you’re at a point where you can devote more time 
to sharing with and mentoring others. As your priorities expand from others to everyone else, your 
career takes on a personal significance that you could not feel when you were in survival.

Survival
Job

Stability
Business

Success
Career

Significance
Calling
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BRO Evolution

MOVING FROM
SURVIVAL TO
SIGNIFICANCE

States

Bliss

Peace

Jubilant

Ecstatic

Joy

Elated

Happy

Purposeful

Determined

Encouraged

Cautious

Stressed Out

Anxiety

Stages

Survival
• Low cash

flow

• No profit

Stability
• Systemized

• Stronger
cash flow

• Some profit

Success
• Team

building

• Predictable
cash flow

• Signs of
consistent
profit

• Creating
reserve
fund

Significance
• Most of

your time in
your unique
ability

• Strong cash
flow

• Strong
managers

• Healthy
reserves

• Future
spending

• Investment
strategy

• Reinvent
every 3
years

BRO Evolution
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SURVIVAL TO
SIGNIFICANCE

Survival
12–18 Months

Focus On

Barriers

Ability

Decision

Barriers

Ability

Decision

Barriers

Ability

Decision

Barriers

Ability

Decision

Focus On Focus On Focus On

Stability
2–5 Years

Success
5–25 Years

Significance
25+ Years

Willingness to do 
whatever it takes to 
become a skilled 
conversationalist

Market Dynamics; 
Size of your 
Network

Embracing the 
By Referral Only 
mindset

Is this the best 
environment?

Before, During, After 
Systems

Delegation, Culture 
Creation
Before/During/After 
Unit

Mentoring & 
Coaching

Comfort Zone

Reinvent Yourself

What’s my legacy?

Recovery, 
Results, Remodel

Hire the Right People

Initial Consultation

What size business 
do I really want?

Lead/Appt/Contract/ 
Close  
5-Star Experience

Do I want to learn 
how to lead others 
and build a team?
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How to Make 2021 the 
Year You Experience the 

Most HAPPINESS, 
SUCCESS & FREEDOM

What are the goals you want to reach and the business problems you want to solve in the next 12 
months? Before you can reach a goal or solve a problem you need a business plan. Join me to 
learn the simple, five-step process for creating a clear, written business plan, then get ready to 
make 2021 the year that you experience the most happiness, success and freedom – what I like to 
call your durable fulfillment.

Here are the five steps you’ll follow in creating your plan:

 STEP 1: 

Make a list of the accomplishments you’re most proud of from the last 12 months – 
professional and personal. Your list should include a minimum of 10 accomplishments, 
preferably more.

It’s not so much the plan, it’s the process of planning.
P E T E R  D R U C K E R“ ”
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 STEP 2:

Assess what you accomplished in your business in the last 12 months: How many people did 
you help? That is, how many closed transactions? Next, clarify where your business came 
from – your Before Unit, During Unit, and After Unit. Then, determine what you want your 
business to look like in the next 12 months: How many transactions do you want to do, and 
how many will come from your Before Unit, During Unit, and After Unit?

 STEP 3:

Clarify what has to happen in your Before Unit in the next 12 months for you to be happy with 
the outcome you produced, and identify the Before Unit problems you need to solve.

 STEP 4:

Clarify what has to happen in your During Unit in the next 12 months for you to be happy 
with the outcome you produced, and identify the During Unit problems you need to solve.

 STEP 5:

Clarify what has to happen in your After Unit in the next 12 months for you to be happy with 
the outcome you produced, and identify the After Unit problems you need to solve.
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Make a list of the accomplishments you’re most proud of from the last 12 months – 
professional and personal. Your list should include a minimum of 10 accomplishments, 
preferably more.

After you’ve completed your list, commit to spending at least 60 minutes reflecting on 
your accomplishments and how good you feel about them. Remember, the successful 
people who are also the happiest are those who can look back and celebrate the joy of 
their accomplishments.

MY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
(Last 12 Months)
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S T E P  1

PROFESSIONAL PERSONAL
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Assess what you accomplished in your business in the last 12 months: How many people did 
you help? That is, how many closed transactions? Next, clarify where your business came 
from – your Before Unit, During Unit, and After Unit.

Now determine what you want your business to look like in the next 12 months: How many 
transactions do you want to do, and how many will come from your Before Unit, During Unit, 
and After Unit?

      AFTER UNIT
Your After Unit is your past clients, family, friends, and 
others with whom you stay in consistent communication. 
The annual goal of the After Unit is a referral to a new client 
from 10% of these people.

In the last 12 months, how
many transactions came
from your After Unit:

transactions

      BEFORE UNIT
In the next 12 mo., how many 
transactions will come from 
your Before Unit: 

      DURING UNIT
In the next 12 mo., how many 
transactions will come from 
your During Unit: 

      AFTER UNIT
In the next 12 mo., how many 
transactions will come from 
your After Unit: 

      BEFORE UNIT
Your Before Unit is the marketing and advertising efforts 
you make to attract buyers, sellers or borrowers who are not 
repeat or referred clients, and the strategies you implement 
to convert those leads to appointments.

In the last 12 months, how
many transactions came
from your Before Unit:

transactions

      DURING UNIT
Your During Unit includes everything that happens from the 
Initial Consultation until the transaction closes. The goal of 
the During Unit is to receive an introduction to your next 
client from 50% of your current clients.

In the last 12 months, how
many transactions came
from your During Unit:   

transactions

S T E P  2S T E P  2
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Your Before Unit goal and problems.

What are the problems you need to solve in your Before Unit in order to be happy with your 
progress in the next 12 months? Some examples of Before Unit problems are:

- Profitable: What are the biggest problems you’re facing around profitability?

- Five-Star Prospects: What challenges are you experiencing in attracting
Five-Star Prospects?

- Duplicatable Process: What is preventing you from building a duplicatable
process that generates consistent leads and converts those leads into
appointments?

S T E P  3

What has to happen in your Before Unit in the next 12 months for you to be happy with the 
outcome you produced?

S T E P  2S T E P  3

BEFORE UNIT GOAL:             transactions

PROBLEM #1:

PROBLEM #2:

PROBLEM #3:
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Your During Unit goal and problems.

What are the problems you need to solve in your During Unit in order to be happy with your 
progress in the next 12 months? Some examples of During Unit problems are:

- Asking for Referrals: What is the biggest problem you’re facing around developing
the capacity and confidence to ask for referrals?

- Becoming Referable: What challenges are you experiencing in creating a client
experience that makes clients want to refer you?

- Duplicatable Process: What is preventing you from building a duplicatable process
that consistently converts appointments into contracts and closings?

S T E P  3

What has to happen in your During Unit in the next 12 months for you to be happy with the 
outcome you produced?

S T E P  2S T E P  4

DURING UNIT GOAL: transactions

PROBLEM #1:

PROBLEM #2:

PROBLEM #3:
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Your After Unit goal and problems.

What are the problems you need to solve in your After Unit in order to be happy with your 
progress in the next 12 months? Some examples of After Unit problems are:

- Calling Past Clients: What is the biggest problem you’re facing around calling your
past clients and offering your services to people they know who could use your help?

- Bringing Value: What challenges are you experiencing in bringing value to people
when you communicate with them?

- Becoming “By Referral Only”: What is preventing you from committing to moving in
the direction of becoming a “by referral only” business?

S T E P  3

What has to happen in your After Unit in the next 12 months for you to be happy with the 
outcome you produced?

S T E P  2S T E P  5

AFTER UNIT GOAL: transactions

PROBLEM #1:

PROBLEM #2:

PROBLEM #3:
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Now prioritize where you want to focus your energy in the next 12 months.

In the next 12 months I will focus my energy on my business in this order:

F I N A L

UNIT

UNIT

UNIT




